TEMPO by HILTON
Feature Elements
GUEST ROOMS REDEFINED
GUEST ROOMS REDEFINED

Tempo by Hilton offers unmatched in-room experiences that help ambitious guests continue on their journey without disrupting their routine. Designed as welcoming retreats where travelers can recharge and prepare for the day, each room features...
A curated assortment of one-of-a-kind morning and bedtime rituals developed in partnership with global well-being leader, Thrive Global. Created to help guests power-up for their day and/or power-down for more effective rest, this collection of offerings includes videos and Microsteps ranging from writing, stretching, and breathing exercises meant to awaken and calm guests’ bodies and minds, to meditative visual and audio content conveniently available through the in-room TV.
THOUGHTFULLY DESIGNED SLEEP EXPERIENCE

All Tempo by Hilton guests will enjoy access to a sleep environment thoughtfully designed to optimize rest and relaxation. Guided by Hilton’s exhaustive market research, the sleeping area comes equipped with a dramatic headboard designed to envelop and embrace guests, as well as plenty of convenient lighting and device charging options.
The Get Ready Zone serves as a dedicated area where guests can comfortably prepare for their day, whether that means applying the finishing touches to the day’s look or getting a head start on work. Complementing the stunning bath suite, the Get Ready Zone features a sleek and spacious desk, which, with its backlit mirror, can double as a secondary vanity. This space also features an open-concept closet, steamer, mini refrigerator, and shelf to help guests organize their belongings.
BATH SUITE

Tempo by Hilton’s surprisingly spacious bath suites are well-appointed with full-sized amenities and designed with the Modern Achiever in mind. The suite is spacious, bright, and invigorating to help guests recharge and renew. The bath suite, together with the Get Ready Zone, accounts for 40% of the king room footprint.
MEMORABLE SPACES
MEMORABLE SPACES

The lobby and various shared spaces are the heart and soul of each Tempo by Hilton property. Envisioned as venues for genuine experiences, these public spaces bring guests together, while empowering them to continue forging ahead.
Unique to each Tempo by Hilton property, these curated assortments of artwork and design touches serve as eye-catching accents encouraging guests to look up from their daily grind. Each of these collections is hand-picked, immediately differentiating each Tempo by Hilton property and creating the opportunity for authentic guest experiences.
A complimentary coffee and tea bar conveniently located in the heart of the welcoming lobby, the Fuel Bar marks a reinvention of the traditional hotel coffee bar. Offering an assortment of premium coffees and teas, along with various benefit-driven mix-ins, the Fuel Bar provides guests with access to everything they need to sustain energy and boost focus.
Spaces to meet, not traditional meeting space. Tempo by Hilton will feature flexible, bookable meeting space that blends seamlessly into the lobby. The space serves as an energizing backdrop for private small-group meetings or social events. When the space isn’t reserved, Tempo guests can enjoy an extra space for collaboration or relaxation.
CULINARY OFFERINGS
Developed to be convenient, yet inspiring, Tempo by Hilton’s F&B program shares the same surprising attention to detail throughout all facets of the brand. Hilton is collaborating with the award-winning Blau + Associates to form a Chef Collective, an advisory board of up-and-coming chefs who will help curate culinary options ranging from regionally-inspired menus and elevated takes on breakfast classics, to popular items like cold-pressed juices and craft cocktails.
Equal parts elevated and efficient, Tempo by Hilton’s casual café offers a variety of delicious breakfast options – from smoothies and lattes to breakfast sandwiches and bowls. Guests can also enjoy premium espresso-based coffees, teas, and juices.
LIMITED MARKET

This streamlined market provides a curated selection of lifestyle offerings and healthy alternatives, from premium granola bars and baked chips to cold-pressed juices and flavored sparkling waters.
IN-LOBBY BAR

An inviting bar experience featuring spirited and spirit-free cocktails, beer and wine as well as a selection of small plates.
TRAVEL WITH PURPOSE
OUR 2030 COMMITMENT

By 2030, Hilton has committed to double its investment in social impact and cut its environmental footprint in half through responsible hospitality across its value chain. To that end, this new brand is committed to implementing sustainable practices throughout the guest experience. Specific initiatives will include:

• Offering hydration stations throughout the property to reduce the use of single-use plastic water bottles.
• Providing full-size bath amenities to reduce disposable plastics in the bathroom.
• Aligning with Hilton’s responsible and local sourcing commitments, including prioritizing local sourcing and offering sustainable seafood and cage-free eggs.
• Implementing Hilton’s global food waste reduction program, and participating in food donation programs where allowed by law.
• Using LightStay, Hilton’s proprietary corporate responsibility management system, to measure and manage each hotel’s environmental and social impact performance.